
Westchester Chipping Course 
 
I know... You didn’t know we had a chipping course.  Well, we do now, 
sort of…  What I mean by that is, the area between the putting green 
and the houses to the North is a 
big field.  It is about 2.4 acres of 
rough graded native grasses a few 
scrub trees and a lot of ruts.  I 
mean a lot of ruts.  Bad ruts, very 
bad ruts.  The ruts were so bad 
that every time we would cut the 
field we would break something.  
If it wasn’t the mower it was the 
tractor.  So each year we would 
cut the field and have to fix the 
broken equipment.   

We also get complaints 
about the field.  The 
grass is too high, there 
are ground hogs living in 
the field, there are weeds 
in the field.  So this fall I 
went to spray the field 
and you guessed it...I 

broke the sprayer.  Now, I am totally frustrated because it is an area that 
gets a lot of complaints and the golfers do not play on the area.  Every 
time I go to maintain the area we break something.   
 
So I have had it!  I decided to rototill the field up and smooth it out and 
let the grass grow back in a smoother field.  At least we should not 
break anything when we went to mow it.   
 
I told Josh that I was going to smooth the field and he asked if I could 



make it into a chipping course.  Well...yea, sure, no problem…  I guess 
we need to consider this a bit more...Now I need to Rototill the field 
and plant grass seed.  OOPS, No grass seed, No money for grass seed… 
Now what?  John Smutz, yup the Superintendent at White Tail Ridge. A 
few years ago he borrowed my slit seeded and replaced the worn culti-
vators instead of charging him a rental.  This year I will get seed for the 
chipping course.  (Well, at least half of what I need.)  I will figure out 
how to make this work.   
 
 
Now the city calls.  They wondered what I would recommend to aerify 
the soccer fields to the left of #13 behind the school.  I recommended 
my tractor with our airway to aerify.  Then I asked if they were going to 
seed.  (It changes the operation of the equipment if you plan on seed-
ing.)  They said yes, what would I recommend.  I said my tractor and 
my seeder as soon as the seeder comes back from the other course...  
OK, what will we owe you?  How about 2 bags of grass seed?  OK, 
done. 
 
 
I now have two bags of seed from John and two bags from the city all 
as rent for using our equipment.  This is working out great!  Great deal 
for them and great deal for us!  YEAH! 
 
 
So, Grant and I take a look at the field 
and we are skeptical about our ro-
totiller cutting through the soil without 
breaking.  (We have history in this 
field.)  He suggests bringing in his trac-
tor and disk from the farm and disking 
the field before rototilling it.  OK, 
sounds like a plan. 
 



Grant Disks and I follow behind with the rototiller.  Actually, he disks 
two or three times and I rototill two times.   

 
Then I try to smooth it out 
with our York Rake.  Nope, 
too much leaf litter from 
grind up the native grasses.  I 
then try the harrow with tines 
up.  It breaks up the clods and 
does some significant 

smoothing.  OK, let’s do that 
for a while… two or three di-
rections.   Then Roll. To press 
in the clods , debris and get a 
smooth surface in case it 
rains.   What was I think-
ing???  It hadn’t rained since 
ummmm.  Last week?   
 
I need to get this seeded before Tuesday.  They are calling for rain and I 
am going on a short trip south for some Memphis Ribs after working 28 
straight days. 

 
 

 
 
 
 



Seeding is completed and 
a final rolling from Jim 
and we are ready for some 
showers and fall growing 
weather. 

Well it is done, we are not plan-
ning to add irrigation so it is up to 
mother nature to take over.  I did 
take soil samples in December 
and it looks like we had a good 
catch on the seed coming up! 

Here is what the projected lay out 
would be.  We have already had 
complaints from the neighbors 
that they are afraid their houses 
will get hit.  The yardage would 
be from 25-75 yd holes and a 45 
yd chipping with tees and a bun-
ker. 
 
At least we will have a smooth 
field to mow. 


